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Abstract

The Kumamoto University set up and operate a satellite lab "Kumamoto University Mashiki-Lab" in Mashiki-town, as part of the "Kumamoto Reconstruction Assistance Project". Three years have passed since the disaster. About two and a half years have passed since Mashiki-Lab started establishing a base in Akitsugawa River Park located in Mashiki-town. The number of open-lab held every Saturday is more than 110 times, and the number of visitors has continued to grow to about 550. In addition, also the event, including the organizers and co-host of once a month are planning more than 30 times. There are 17 members involved in the reconstruction project, in which the teachers involved in the lab are involved, and the teachers or students count more than 50 research results. Mashiki-Lab is contributing to research as well as research while supporting earthquake reconstruction as a reconstruction base by universities. With the passage of three years, the reconstruction project involving Masaki Lab has shifted from the initial stage to the implementation stage. In this paper, I would like to describe the significance, possibilities, and problems of administration of regional revitalization community planning by universities and the meaning of participating in student revival community development.